
to the great opportunities with modem 
optical arrays. He specifically stated the 
unanimous support of the VLTI project 
by the ESO Scientific and Technical 
Committee ( E X )  and was followed by 
the manager of the VLT project, Prof. M. 
Tarenghi, who likened the VLTl with an 
astronomer's dream coming true. No- 
body knows for sure which new discov- 
eries will be made with this absolutely 
unique instrument in the future. 

The representatives of ESOs German 
and French partners spoke about the 
not so easy task of finding money for 
such a project in these days of limited 
ressources, but Iso how happy they 
were to bless a truly European under- 
taking of this dimension. Both Dr. 
Hasenclever and Dr. Berroir were sure 
that the new insbument would be of 
enormws interest to the scientific com- 
munities in their respective countries 
and they were looking forward to the 

Rgun 2: DIscussIng the project (from left to 
right): Prof H van der laan, Director Qm 
of Em; Dr. A+ B m I r ;  Director of CNRS- 
INSU; Dr. N! Hasenclever; MPG General 
Secretary, and Pro!! M. Terenghi, VLT F?o- 
gramme Manager. 

implementation of the new facility at Pa- 
ranal. 

Prof. Una reminded those present of 

The VLT Programme 

The VLT Main Structure 
M. QUATTRI, ESO 

During the development of the project 
the VLT programme was broken down 
Into several subsystems, each of them 
with clearly Identifiable functional re- 
quirements and interfaces wlth the other 
parts of the project. These subsystems 
would have lately been contracted to 
ESO member countries' industrial firms 
for design and construction. The unit 
8-m telescope main structure is one of 
these su bsysterns. 

The Main Structure 

The main structure is a telescope 
without mirrors and field deroiator. 

In Figure 1 the items which compose 
the main structure are indicated. The 
major components are: 
- the telescope steel structure (tube 

and fork), 
- the motors which make it move 

around the altitude and azimuth axes 
(drives), 

- the angular measurement system 
which gives the position of the two 
axes (encoders), 

- the supporting system of the tele- 
scope (hydrostatic bearings), 

- the cooling system used to cool the 
different power sources placed on the 
telescope, 

- all the equipment which provide safe- 
ty functions (brakes, locking device to 
lock the telescope in defined posi- 
tions for maintenance, emergency 
stop buttons system), 

- the auxiliary systems to monitor the 
temperature of the steel structure to 
model the thermal displacements of 
the attached mirror units, - the equipment to access the dierent 
parts of the structure for maintenance 
or operations, - the dummies simulating the inertia 
characteristics of the mirror units. 

The Functional Requirements 

Like any instrument of measure, a 
telescope, once its modes of use are 
defined according to the scientific 
needs, must reduce to the minimum 
acceptable the induced disturbance to 
the measurements it has to perform. 

When the modes of use are different, 
and imply contradictory requirements, 
and all of them must be implemented in 
the same teLescope, an accurate evalu- 
ation at system level has to be done in 
order to define the best combination of 
parameters which characterize the de- 
sign and which can be clearly specified 
to a subcontractor, who has to design a 
part of the complete system without 
knowing the top level requirements. At 
the same time, in order to proceed in 
parallel with the design of the other sub- 
systems, all the Interface requirements 
and boundary conditions have to be de- 
fined. This was the job performed at 
€SO. To derive the functional require- 
ments which would have been specified 
for the main structure we have started 

the fact that although the medical scl- 
ence has proven that it is poaslbte to 
dream a complete dream in just a few 
seconds, in this case, it has taken Euro- 
pean astronomers almost 20 years to 
realize this particular dream. He con- 
gratulatd all Involved, scientists and 
engineers, wlth the excellent prepara- 
tlons, which have finally born fruit. He 
briefly compared the VLT with other 
large telescope projects and concluded 
that it Is exactly the great and unique 
interferometric posslbl tities which lets 
ESOts project stand out among the 
others. As an astronomer, he was look- 
Ing forward to participate In some of the 
most important scientific tasks to be 
undertaken with the VLTI, Including the 
study of proto-planetary systems and 
the centre of the Mllky Way. 

The photos from the ceremony were 
taken by ESO photographer H.-H. Heyer. 

7he Editor 

from the following basic requirements: 
1. pointing better than 1" 
2. tracking better than 0.05" (both under 

a wind speed of 18 m/s max. with 
wind gusts up to 27 m/s) 

3. stability of the secondary mirror after 
chopping of 0.2'' peak to valley with a 
chopping amplitude of 1 ' at 5 Hz and 
80 % duty cycle (infrared mode) 

4. stability of the Optical Path Distance 
within 14 nm for an integration time of 
10 rns, 50 nrn for an integration time 
of 48 ins and 225 nrn for an integra- 
tion time of 290 ms under a wind 
speed of 10 m/s (interferometric 
mode) 

5. stability of the position of the altitude 
and the azimuth axes during the rota- 
tion of the telescope 

6. stability of the attachment points of 
the instrumentation during the rota- 
tion of the telescope 

7. stability of the alignment of the mirror 
units (primary, secondaty and tertiary) 
within a relative displacement be- 
tween the mirrors which will not cause 
a displacement of the image in the 
Nasmyth focal plane higher than the 
blind pointlng requirement. &cause 
the differential displacement of the 
mirrors due to the main structure is 
only one of the contributions to the 
displacement of the image in the focal 
plane (others are the deformation in- 
side the mirror units themselves), we 
required that the contribution of the 
main structure should not be higher 
than 01'3 



a the surfaces of the telescope In con- 
tact with dw air within rtl degree C In 
order to avdd perturbadon d the at- 
mosphere surrounding the Mescope 
and consequent seeing deterioration. 

Main Structure SpacMdons 
As already described above, the main 

structure is an electro-mechanical sys- 
tem, and in this sense only electric and 
mechanical fundtianal requiremenb, like 
ddbetions, eigenfrequencis, weights, 
wind resistance, motor torque, encoder 
accuracy, and so an, can b specified 
and tested on the flnal product. 

The job to dertve these parameters 
kept us busy for quite a long period, 
during which a large amount of para- 
M ' c  anal-, trade-off among differ- 
ent possible solutions and a lot of con- 
ceptual design were carried out. 

During this period A1 the dectro- 
mechanical pametem to specify the 
main structure were defined, and at the 
same tlme a Iage number of requlre- 
mente were imposed to all the other 
subsystems of the VLT. 

Riccardo Giacconi Receives High 
NASA Honour 

Professor Riccardo Giiconi, Director General of ESO since the beg inn tng of 
this year and before then Director of the Space Telescope Science Instl€ute in 
Baltimore, U.S.A., has just been awarded the "NASA Distinguished Public 
Ssrvice Medal". 
The Director of NASA, Mr. John M. Kllneberg, has conveyed his personal 

congratulations to Prof. Giacconi, Informing at the same time that this medal Is 
glm only to individuals wh- distinguished accomplishments contributed 
sub#t&ntially to the NASA misslon. Moreover, the contribution must be so 
extraordinary that other foams of recognition by NASA would be inadequate. It is 
the highest h~nour that NASA confers to a non-govmmnt indlvjdual. 

All of us at ESO heartily congratulate Prof. Giadbonl to this unique dlstlnctlon, 
so rightly deserved through mny years of hard work to the blendit of astronom- 
ers on all continents. 7hg Edttor 

Slnce the beginning, and also bmed i the mechanical structure must be 
on the dlrect experience we made with very light, stiff and compact 
the Nn, a few things appear@d to be 8. elimination or reduction to the very 
very important to achieve the perfor- minimum of all the effects whlch 
man# requltements of the VLf: muld have caused disturbance to a 

snwoth motion of the telescope 
around the axes (for example step- 
wise motion due to sticking effects 
comlng from the use of ball M n g s ,  
or contact betwean gear-teeth) 

3. very good accuracy enooders had tu 
be directly mounted on the axes of 
the telescope avoiding any gear or 
friction whesl coupling 

4. accurate aerodynamic design of the 
parts of the maln stnrcture exposed 
to the wind in order to #durn disturb- 
ance caused by wlnd turbulmoe. 

Figure 1 : Schematic (somet& view of the telescope end list of main components, 

The Preliminary Design 

Based on the technical specifications 
derived as described above, a call for 
tender was issued to a selected group 
of companies in the ESO member coun- 
tries. 

After a hard job of selection and anal- 
ysis of the offers, a consortium of Italian 
companies was selected. The AES con- 
sortium is composed of Ansaldo Corn- 
ponenti (AGO), situated in Genova, 
European Industrial Engineering (EIE), 
situated In Venice, and SOIMI, situated 
In Mllan. 

On 23 September 1991 the contract 
was signed. After about 1 year Ute pre- 
Ilmlnary design (Figs. 2 and 3) was com- 
pleted, and the Prellmlnary Design Re- 
view FOR) was carried out In Venice by 
an ESO team which included about 15 
people to cover dl the technical aspects 
of the project, and two well-kmwn ex- 
ternal telescope experts, Pierre Bely of 
the Space Telescope Institute and Tor- 
ben Artdersen of the Nordic Telescope 
Group. 



Ftgure 2: Front and side view of the preliminary d6sign of the maln structure. 

The maln features of AES deslgn are: 
1. segmented direct drives on both al- 

titude (about 3 m diameter) end 
azimuth axes (about 10 m diameter) 

2. thrust and centring hydrostatic bear- 
ings on both axes 

3. double azlmuth bearing tracks 
4. direct mounted optical encoders on 

both altitude (about 2.6 m diameter) 
and azimuth (about 10 m diameter). 
At the moment both classical gradu- 
ated steel tape with optical reader 
heads and laser encoders, based on 
IlgM phase shlft measurement, ar@ 
being investigated. The aim is to de- 
termine which solutlon fulfills at the 

bast the stringent accuracy require- 
ment of 0.1" RMS 

5. the steel structure makes use of 
aerodynamidly optirnlzed structural 
profllss, even though some more op- 
timlzatlon ts needed, and is a trusses 
structure that realizes the best ratio 
stiffnesdweight for these dimenslons 
of the order of 20 m. 

8. the cable wraps are motorized In or- 
der not to introduce friction in the 
telescope, 

7, no rotating rnaehlnery, like pumps or 
fans, are installed on the structure, in 
order to avoid the introduction of vC 
brations. 

The weight of the rotating mass is 
about 400 t {including the weigths of the 
mirror units), the lowest eigenfrequency, 
indicative of the stiffness of the struc- 
ture, is about 8 Hz. For the sake of corn- 
parison, the ESO 3.6-m telescope has a 
lowest eigenfrequency of 1.4 Hz and 
weighs about 300 t, the NIT has the 
lowest eigenfrequency of about 9 Hz 
and weighs 120 t. 

The Next Steps 

Since the completion of the PDR the 
final design phase has been started dur- 
ing which the final optimirations of the 



design and all the tests needed to vali- 
date the adopted solutions will be per- 
formed. 

At the end a Final Design Review, at 
the moment foreseen at the end of Sep- 
tember 1993, will assess the results of 
this phase and will give the start to the 
phase of fabrication. 

The first main structure will then be 
assembled in Milan startlng from the 
end of 1994, and tested for six months 
by ESO, starting beginning July 1995 till 
the ~ n d  of December 1995, with the op- 
tion to continue tlll the end of 
March 1998. 

At the same time, after the preliminary 
acceptance of the first maln structure, 
the second main structure will be 
erected in Chile, and in April 1996 the 
provisjonal acceptance will take place. 

Then at the rhythm of one about every 
6 months, the other three main struc- 
tures wllt be ready for provisional 
acceptance and for starting the Integra- 
tion of the other VLT subsystems. The 
last structure will be ready in Aprfl1998. 

All Those Who Contrlbuted 

A job like the one described above 
requires the close collaboration of many 
people with very dierent cornpetences, 
and, most of tho time, supportlng re- 
quirements In contrast to each other. 
Moreover, in the case of the companies 
involved, most of the time the eco- 
nomical constraints require a large 
amount of continuous exchange of in- 
formation without whlch it would not be 
possible to achieve any of the results 
foreseen. 

For this reason 1 would Ilke to mention 
here all those who have contrlbuted to 
the definition and design of the main 
stnrctum E. Bruneno and M. Kraus, 
who found solutions to many difficult 
problems, F. Koch, who supported the 
definition of many requirements with 
large and complex F.E.M. calculations, 
I. a g o ,  who supported the aerody- 
namic design, M. Schneennann, who 
was responsible for the first ddnition of 
the basic requirements, M. Ravens- 

v 
Figure 3: CAD isometdc view of the main strueturn pmlirnlnarg. desfgn. 

begen, fesponsible far the ebcttlc and ing team leader of the VLT. A specid 
mntrol design and tracking perfor- mention deserve the engineering teams 
mance of the main structure, E Ploetz, of Ansaldo, EIE and SOIMI, who have to 
who performed the first assessment of struggle dally to design, according to 
the tracking performance, D. Enard, the requirements and wlthin budget, the 
who has been, since ever, the engineer- VLT maln structure. 

Manufacturing of the 8.2-m Zerodur Blanks for the VLT 
Primary Mirrors - a Progress Report 
F! DIERICKX, ESO 

The manufacturing of the Brodur been achieved, and the first blank is due duction facilky in Maim started on 
glass-ceramics blanks for the VLT pri- to delivery and transport to the ptent of July 6, 1989. Seventeen months later, 
mary mirrors was contracted by ESO to the optical manufacturer [REOSC] by 45 tons of liquid glass were cast in an 
SCHOTT Glaswerke Mainz in 1988. August 1993. 8.6-m mold for the first time. Given the 
Since then, spectacular progress has The erection of the VLT blanks pro- difficulty and sire of the problem, this 


